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1 Introduction 
 
The purpose of this thesis is to explore the nature of the Double-o Constraint and to 
claim that it should be attributed to the Case valuation system in Japanese.  In what 
follows in this chapter, as an introduction, first I briefly overview Harada’s (1973) 
study on the Double-o Constraint and second I outline the organization of this thesis. 
 
1.1 The Double-o Constraint 
It has been known that a peculiar constraint that bans multiple occurrences of the 
accusative Case particle o in a certain domain holds in Japanese.  This constraint has 
been termed the Double-o Constraint (henceforth the DoC), since Modern Japanese 
employs o as the accusative Case-marker. 
  The DoC has attracted much attention since Harada’s (1973) insightful and 
invigorating work and his subsequent work Harada (1975) (cf. Harada 1973, 1975, 
Kuno 1973, Kuroda 1978, 1988, Shibatani 1978, Saito and Hoshi 2000, Poser 2002, 
Hiraiwa 2002, to appear, among others).  Given below is Harada’s (1973) DoC for an 
illustration. 
 
(1) Harada’s Double-o Constraint (1973) 
 A derivation is marked as ill-formed if it terminates in a surface structure which 
 2 
contains two occurrences of NPs marked with o both of which are immediately 
dominated by the same VP-node. 
 
Put informally, (1) forbids more than one accusative-marked NP to occur within a VP.  
Harada (1973) formulates (1) based on two types of construction: the tokoro relative 
clause construction and the causative construction. 
  First, Harada (1973) argues that the DoC is at work for explaining the 
unacceptability of tokoro relative clauses with multiple occurrences of the accusative 
Case particle o such as (2b).  The tokoro relative clause is a special type of relative 
clause in which the object position of the matrix verb is occupied by the clause headed 
by tokoro ‘place/situation’ but the argument inside it is interpreted as the object of the 
matrix verb.  (2a) is an example of fully acceptable tokoro relative clause, where the 
tokoro clause is marked with the accusative Case particle o and the embedded subject 
(i.e. the semantic object of the matrix verb) is marked with the nominative Case 
particle ga.  (2b), on the other hand, is an example of tokoro relative clause which is 
less acceptable.  Notice that in (2b), both the tokoro clause and the embedded subject 
(i.e. the semantic object of the matrix verb) are marked in the accusative Case, 
resulting in the degraded status.1 
                                                        
1
 Although Harada (1973) judges both (2b) and (3c) as ‘*’, following Kuroda (1992), 
Saito and Hoshi (2000), Poser (2002), and Hiraiwa (2002, to appear), I put ‘??’ for (2b) 
and ‘*’ for (3c).  Throughout this thesis, I indicate the mild unacceptability that 
non-causative constructions show as ‘??’.  Note that the judgments in this thesis are 
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(2) the tokoro relative clause and the DoC2 
 a. Keesatu-wa  doroboo-ga nige-yoo  to si-ta  tokoro-o 
  police officer-TOP  thief-NOM  escape-try C  LV-PST  TOKORO-ACC  
  juugeki-si-ta. 
  shot-LV-PST 
  ‘The police officer shot the thief trying to escape.’ 
 b. ?? Keesatu-wa   doroboo-o nige-yoo  to si-ta  tokoro-o 
  ?? police officer-TOP  thief-ACC  escape-try C  LV-PST  TOKORO-ACC  
  juugeki-si-ta. 
  shot-LV-PST 
  ‘The police officer shot the thief trying to escape.’ 
 
Secondly, Harada (1973) formulates (1) based on the observation of the transitive 
causative construction.  As illustrated in (3a), the causee in the intransitive causative 
construction can be marked with either the accusative o or dative ni.  In contrast, in 
the transitive causative construction the causee can be marked in the dative as shown 
in (3b) but not in the accusative.  If the causee is marked in the accusative, the DoC 
                                                                                                                                                                             
contrastive. 
2
 The abbreviations used in this thesis are as follows: ACC=accusative, BEN=benefactive, 
CAUS= causative, C=complementizer, CL=classifier, COP=copula, DAT=dative, 
GEN=genitive, LV=light verb, NOM=nominative, NEG=negation, PRES=present, 
PROG=progressive, PST=past, Q=Q-complementizer, SG=singular, TOP=topic marker. 
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effect arises.3  This is illustrated in (3c). 
 
(3) the causative construction and the DoC 
 a. Taro-wa  Hanako-o/ni   hatarak-ase-ta. 
   -TOP   -ACC/DAT   work-CAUS-PST 
  ‘Taro made Hanako work.’ 
 b. Taro-wa Hanako-ni  sakana-o  tabe-sase-ta. 
   -TOP  -DAT fish-ACC eat-CAUS-PST 
  ‘Taro made Hanako eat fish.’ 
 c. *Taro-wa Hanako-o  sakana-o  tabe-sase-ta. 
   -TOP  -ACC fish-ACC eat-CAUS-PST 
  ‘Taro made Hanako eat fish.’ 
 
  As is evident from (1), Harada (1973) regards a VP as the application domain of the 
DoC.  This being so, it is expected that when one of the two accusative-marked NPs is 
extracted out of the VP dominating them, the sentence should become acceptable.  
Indeed, Harada (1973) observes that this prediction is borne out.  Clefting of one of 
the accusative-marked elements in (2b) yields the following: 
                                                        
3
 Hereafter, I refer “transitive causative constructions which show strong deviance due 
to the multiple occurrences of the accusative o” as “causative DoC constructions”, for 
the ease of exposition.   
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(4) the tokoro relative clause and clefting 
 Keesatu-ga  [VP ti nige-yoo   to si-ta  tokoro-o  juugeki-si]-ta  
 police officer-NOM  escape-try  C LV-PST TOKORO-ACC shot-LV-PST 
 no-wa  doroboo-oi  da. 
 C-TOP thief-ACC  COP 
 ‘It was the thief that the police officer shot as he tried to escape.’ 
 
However, as acknowledged by Harada (1975), this prediction is not borne out with the 
causative DoC construction.  Notice that in (5) clefting of one of the accusative 
elements does not save the DoC effect. 
 
(5) the causative DoC construction and clefting 
 *Taro-ga  [VP Hanako-o  ti  tabe-sase]-ta  no-wa  sakana-oi  da. 
  *-NOM  -ACC eat-CAUS-PST C-TOP fish-ACC COP 
 ‘It was fish that Taro made Hanako eat.’ 
 
This indicates that the deviant status of causative DoC constructions such as (3c) 
and (5) cannot be accounted for solely by Harada’s DoC (1).  According to Harada 
(1975), the Functional Uniqueness Principle (the FUP) is at work for explaining the 
unacceptability (3c) and (5) show. 
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(6) The Functional Uniqueness Principle (Harada 1975) 
 No term of grammatical relation may be represented by more than one constituent, 
and conversely, no single constituent may bear more than one term of grammatical 
relation. 
 
Simply put, the FUP states that the grammatical relation must be one-to-one, neither 
many-to-one nor one-to-many.  Under the FUP, illicit causative DoC constructions 
like (3c) and (5) are ruled out, as desired, since in (5) the verb has the same 
grammatical relation with two elements Hanako-o and sakana-o, violating the FUP.   
  Of importance is that Harada (1975) clearly shows that the DoC (1) should not be 
held responsible for the illegitimate causative DoC constructions.  Following 
Harada’s (1975) insight, in this thesis, I limit my attention to non-causative 
constructions.4 5 
  The purpose of this thesis is to explore the nature of the DoC, paying special 
attention to the accusative Case valuation system of Japanese.  The theory I will 
propose is based on verb-raising (Koizumi 2000), feature inheritance a la Chomsky 
(2008) and Agree (Chomsky 2000, 2001, 2004).  More specifically, I propose that (i) 
                                                        
4
 Borrowing Saito and Hoshi’s (2000) and Poser’s (2002) terms, this means that I 
investigate “the surface Double-o Constraint”, while setting aside “the abstract 
Double-o Constraint” or “the deep Double-o Constraint”. 
5
 Another reason why I ignore the multiple accusative transitive causative 
constructions is that, as Hiraiwa (2002, to appear) correctly points out, they are not 
subject to any salvation strategies for the DoC effects.  See 3.3 for a detailed 
discussion regarding this matter. 
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the Japanese v-V system values the accusative Case within a vP phase, (ii) V moves up 
and undergoes amalgamation with v and T, and (iii) the (C-)V+v+T can value the 
accusative Case within a CP phase.  In so doing, I suggest that the DoC can be 
reduced to the Case valuation system in Japanese. 
 
1.2 The Organization 
The organization of this thesis is as follows.  Chapter 2 introduces the theoretical 
framework assumed in this thesis, namely that of the Minimalist Program (Chomsky 
1993, 1995, 2000, 2001, 2004, 2008).  In the course of the discussion, some of the 
theoretical apparatus assumed here is provided.  In Chapter 3, we observe and define 
the empirical scope of the DoC.  Chapter 4 presents the proposal.  There I 
investigate the DoC effects from a Case-valuation perspective.  Chapter 5 concludes 
the discussion of this thesis. 
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2 The Minimalist Program 
 
This thesis assumes the Minimalist Program as the theoretical framework.  Therefore, 
in what follows in this chapter, I review some of the important notions in the 
minimalist theorizing.  2.1 introduces the basic idea and the grammar architecture of 
the minimalist program.  In 2.2, I review the theory of feature checking.  In 2.3, I 
take up the notion of phases.6 
 
2.1 The Philosophy 
The philosophy of the Minimalist Program can be represented as in (7). 
 
(7) Language is an optimal solution to legibility condition.  (Chomsky 2000) 
 
A language L, a cognitive system of the language faculty, generates “instructions” to 
the performance systems consisting of the articulatory-perceptual (A-P) system and the 
conceptual-intentional (C-I) system via two interface levels.  These interface levels 
are Phonetic Form (PF) and Logical Form (LF).  What (7) states is that L is optimally 
designed to provide instructions legible at these levels.  In other words, the 
Minimalist Program aims at accounting for the property of L based on interface 
                                                        
6
 The discussion that follows in this chapter is partly based on Nishioka (2007). 
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legibility conditions and optimality conditions. 
Importantly, in the Minimalist Program, only PF and LF are assumed as the levels of 
representation due to optimality considerations.  Hence, D-Structure and S-Structure, 
representational levels considered to exist in the pre-minimalist era, are dispensed with.  
Shown below is the minimalist model of the grammar assumed in Chomsky (1993, 
1995). 
 
(8) a minimalist model of the grammar7 
  Lexicon 
 
  Numeration 
 
  Overt Component 
 
  Spell-Out 
 
Phonological Component  Covert Component 
 
    PF  LF 
  
    A-P  C-I 
 
Every computation starts from an array of lexical items selected from the lexicon, i.e. a 
numeration.  Merge (External Merge), an operation which takes two elements from 
the numeration and combines them, and Move (Internal Merge), an operation which 
dislocates an element in the structure already formed, apply to the selected lexical 
                                                        
7
 The model of the grammar this thesis adopts is introduced later in 2.3. 
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items, forming a syntactic structure.  The syntactic structure thus formed undergoes 
Spell-Out at some point in the computation.  Spell-Out separates the structure that 
pertains to phonetic interpretation and the structure relevant for semantic interpretation 
and sends each out to the appropriate interface.  More specifically, the phonetic 
information is passed to PF and the semantic information to LF. 
 
2.2 Feature Checking 
For a derivation to converge, it must contain only information that is interpretable at 
PF and LF (Full Interpretation).  If it contains uninterpretable information, it crashes.  
Hence, uninterpretable information owned by lexical items must be deleted during the 
course of derivation.  In the Minimalist Program, this uninterpretable information is 
expressed in terms of formal features.  Uninterpretable formal features are checked 
against the correspondent features and deleted during the course of derivation, leading 
to convergence.  Thus, checking theory plays a central role in the minimalist 
theorizing.  This section reviews the brief history of feature checking and the 
operation Agree developed in Chomsky (2000, 2001, 2004). 
 
2.2.1 Feature Checking in Chomsky (1993, 1995) 
In Chomsky (1993), it is proposed that, under the principle Greed, a category 
possessing features to be checked moves to the checking domain of a functional head.  
 11 
Later, Chomsky (1995) suggests that, based on the idea that formal features are divided 
into interpretable ones and uninterpretable ones, uninterpretable features on a 
functional category attract corresponding features to its checking domain.  In 
Chomsky (1993, 1995), checking domain is defined as follows, with CH standing for a 
chain (α, t). 
 
(9) a. Max (α) is the smallest maximal projection including α. 
 b. The domain δ (CH) of CH is the set categories included in Max (α) that are 
distinct from and do not contain α or t. 
 c. The minimal domain Min (δ(CH)) of CH is the smallest subset K of δ (CH) 
such that for any γ∈δ (CH), some β∈K reflexively dominates γ. 
   (Chomsky 1995) 
 
According to (9), a checking domain consists of the specifier of a functional category 
X, the adjunct of X and the projection of X.  However, the aforementioned proposal 
poses problems both on conceptual and empirical grounds.   
  First, the complexity of the checking domain defined by (9) raises a question.  
Government, one of the central notions of GB since Chomsky (1981), is dispensed with 
in Chomsky (1993) because of its conceptual complexity.  From this point of view, 
the definition of checking domain (9) should be regarded questionable.  In addition, it 
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is totally a mystery that subjects which are base-generated in Spec-vP, a checking 
domain of v, do not enter into a checking relation with v. 
  On empirical grounds, sentences such as (10) pose a problem concerning the 
checking domain defined by (9), as acknowledged in Chomsky (2000).   
 
(10) a. *[TP Johni T seems that [TP it was told ti that Bob was arrested]]. 
 b. *[TP Iti T seems that [TP ti was told John that Bob was arrested]]. 
 
(10a) is an example of superraising.  In Chomsky (1995), sentences such as (10a) are 
accounted for under the Minimal Link Condition (MLC).  To be more specific, John 
cannot move into Spec-TP of the main clause, since it in Spec-TP of the embedded 
clause is closer to Spec-TP of the main clause than the embedded object John.  In 
(10b), however, the movement of it is barred, even though this movement observes the 
MLC.  Concerning (10b), Chomsky (1995) claims that the derivation of (10b) crashes 
because the uninterpretable Case feature of John and the Case feature of matrix T are 
left unchecked.  Yet, nothing prohibits the covert movement of the Case feature of 
John to the checking domain of the matrix T.  If this movement took place, all 
uninterpretable features were checked and an undesirable result would obtain.  Thus 
(10) poses a problem for the checking domain (9) difines. 
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2.2.2 Agree  
In the recent development of generative grammar, Chomsky (2000, 2001, 2004) 
proposes Agree as a checking procedure.  Agree is an operation where an element 
with uninterpretable features (probe: P) searches for a matching element (goal: G) and 
upon matching, it assigns values to unvalued features while at the same time deleting 
such uninterpretable features on P and G.  Agree is based on the following 
assumptions. 
 
(11) a. Matching is feature identity. 
 b. G must be in D (P) (the domain of P), which is the sister of P (i.e. c-command 
domain of P). 
 c. The relation must satisfy the locality condition of closest c-command.8 
  (Chomsky 2000) 
 
In addition to (11), (12) below is also assumed. 
 
(12) Goal as well as probe must be active for Agree to apply. (Chomsky 2001) 
 
Being active is tantamount to having uninterpretable features.  In conjunction with 
                                                        
8
 C-command here is defined as follows: 
 (i) α c-commands β if α is the sister of K that contains β.  (Chomsky 2000) 
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(12), (13) is proposed. 
 
(13) Defective Intervention Condition 
 DIC: In structure α > β > γ, where > is c-command, β and γ match the probe α, but 
β is inactive so that the effects of matching are blocked.  (Chomsky 2000) 
  
Therefore, uninterpretable features on P and G are checked and deleted if and only if P 
with uninterpretable features (hence active P) locates G with uninterpretable features 
(hence active G) as the closest element to P within its c-command domain.  (14) 
illustrates how Agree applies. 
 
(14) a. there [α T-was elected an unpopular candidate]  (Chomsky 2000) 
  P  G 
  [uφ][EPP] [+φ][Case] 
 
Agree (P’s [uφ] valued as [3SG] and deleted, and G’s [Case] valued as [NOM] and deleted) 
(deletion of P’s [EPP]) 
 b. a popular candidatei [α T-was elected ti]9  (Chomsky 2000) 
    P G 
    [uφ][EPP] [+φ][Case] 
 
  Agree (P’s [uφ] valued as [3SG] and deleted, and G’s [Case] valued as [NOM] and deleted) 
 
Move (deletion of P’s [EPP]) 
 
                                                        
9
 Indexes are put by the author. 
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In (14a), T with [uφ] probes its c-command domain in search of a suitable goal and 
locates candidate: it has interpretable φ-features capable of valuing the φ-features of 
T; it is active for agreeing purposes in that it has an uninterpretable Case feature to be 
valued.  Then, Agree applies, and the φ-features of T are valued and deleted while the 
Case-feature of candidate is specified as accusative and then deleted.  Suppose that 
the numeration/lexical array (Chomsky 2000, 2001, 2004) for the derivation (14a) 
contains there.  Then by the application of Merge to there, the EPP feature of T is 
deleted.  If there is not in the numeration/lexical array, a popular candidate 
undergoes movement to Spec-TP, deleting the EPP feature of T (14b).  Thus both 
(14a) and (14b) converge.   
  It is important to note that it is assumed that Move applies for Agree purposes.  In 
other words, when an element moves, it must enter into Agree relation.  Therefore, an 
application of Move is more costly than a single application of Merge or Agree.  
Hence, in cases where feature checking makes out without Move as in (14a), Move 
does not apply.   
  Given below is an example where the DIC is violated hence no Agree relation is 
established. 
 
(15) *XP T seems that [it was told friends CP]  (Chomsky 2000) 
   P(α)  (β)  G(γ) 
   [uφ][EPP]   [+φ][Case]  [+φ][Case] 
                                 *Agree 
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Here in (15), the DIC blocks the matching of T and friends, since it with no 
uninterpretable features, hence an inactive element, intervenes between them.  Under 
this Agree analysis, (9), repeated here, is readily accounted for. 
 
(9) a. *[TP Johni T seems that [TP it was told ti that Bob was arrested]]. 
 b. *[TP Iti T seems that [TP ti was told John that Bob was arrested]]. 
 
In (9a), the matching between the matrix T and John (= ti ) in the embedded clause is 
blocked by the DIC, for inactive it intervenes between them.  Despite the DIC 
violation, Move is applied to John in the embedded clause, and (9a) is obtained.  In 
(9b), on the other hand, it already gets its features checked and deleted in Spec-TP of 
the embedded clause (= ti) and therefore it is inactive.  Move cannot apply to it, 
because Move presupposes Agree, but it cannot enter into Agree relation due to (12). 
  Thus, Agree solves the theoretical and empirical problems that the definition of the 
checking domain (9) poses.  Therefore, in this thesis, as far as feature checking is 
concerned, I assume Agree, not the ones proposed in Chomsky (1993, 1995). 
 
2.3 Phases 
In the recent minimalist theorizing, it is proposed that structure building proceeds 
phase by phase, given CPs and vPs are phases.  Conceptual arguments and empirical 
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arguments support the formulation of phases.   
On conceptual grounds, by assuming phases, the computational load can be 
alleviated.  As shown, every derivation starts from an array of lexical items selected 
from the lexicon, i.e. a numeration or lexical array.  Without phases, the more lexical 
items are introduced in the derivation, the more computational load is imposed on the 
computational system.  However, by introducing phases, all the computational system 
should do is only to see what items are contained in the present phase.  Hence, phases 
reduce the computational load. 
From an empirical point of view, the following example supports the formulation of 
phases. 
 
(16) there is a possibility [α that proofs will be discovered t] 
 
 
In (16), proofs moves in the embedded clause.  As mentioned above, Move costs more 
compared to Merge.  Therefore, if the lexical array for (16) contains there, merger of 
there should precede and (16) is expected to be unacceptable.  However, introducing 
the notion of phases allows us to assume that the lexical array of α does not contain 
there, and therefore, the movement of proofs applies for the derivation to converge. 
  Building on the assumption that phases are derivational units, Chomsky (2000) 
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proposes that Spell-Out takes place cyclically.  This model is called Multiple 
Spell-Out.  This thesis assumes Multiple Spell-Out as the model of the grammar.  
(17) below illustrates this model. 
 
(17) Multiple Spell-Out 
  Lexical Array 
                     1phase11  
    Spell-Out 
 
                                2phase22  
   PF    Spell-Out 
 
                                            3phase33  
    PF  Spell-Out   
 
 
    PF                 .…. 
 
  It is proposed in Chomsky (2000) that phases obey the following condition. 
 
(18) PIC: The domain of H is not accessible to operations outside HP; only H and its 
edge are accessible to such operations. (Here the edge is the residue outside of H’, 
either specifiers (Specs) or elements adjoined to HP.)  (Chomsky 2001) 
 
According to this condition, once a phase is created, its complement undergoes 
Spell-Out, rendering it inaccessible to further computation.  Let us see how the 
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derivation of (19) proceeds under the phase theory. 
 
(19) [CP Theyj [vP tj believe [CP [TP Taroi will [vP ti [VP win the race]]]]]]. 
 
The derivation of (19) proceeds in a bottom-up fashion.  First, the computational 
system takes Taro, win, the, and race from the numeration/lexical array and forms [vP 
Taro win the race].  The vP thus formed is a phase, hence following the PIC, the 
complement of v, [VP win the race] undergoes Spell-Out.  Then the derivation 
proceeds to the next phase.  Here the computation does not see the complement of v, 
and in addition to v and Taro in the specifier of v, it selects will from the 
numeration/lexical array, forming [CP [TP Taroi will [vP ti [ ]]]].10 Again, 
the complement of C, [TP Taroi will [vP ti [ ]]], is Spelled-Out.  Thus the 
derivation proceeds until the lexical array becomes empty. 
 
                                                        
10
 The embossed characters indicate that they are not visible to the computational 
system. 
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3 The DoC: Its Empirical Scope and Salvation Strategies 
 
This chapter investigates where the DoC effects emerge and how the DoC violations 
are circumvented.  Section 3.1 examines a variety of constructions in which the DoC 
effects show up.  In Section 3.2, I demonstrate how the DoC effects are suppressed.  
Salvation strategies introduced there include scrambling, clefting, sluicing, and 
adverbial particles. 
 
3.1 The Empirical Scope of the DoC 
In this section, we examine four types of construction in Japanese where the DoC 
effects are observable.  The constructions involved are as follows: the object 
possessor-raising construction, the light-verb construction, the head-internal relative 
clause, and the tokoro relative clause.11 
  Let us start with the object possessor-raising construction.  (20b) is an example of 
the object possessor-raising construction, taking (20a) as the base sentence.  In (20b), 
                                                        
11
 Kurafuji (1997) and Hiraiwa (2002, to appear) claim that Wh-adjuncts in Japanese 
such as (i) exhibit the DoC effects as well.   
 
(i) Wh-adjuncts 
 Taro-wa nani-o  henna-uta-o  utatte-ir-u  no? 
 -TOP what-ACC funny song-ACC sing-PROG-PRES C 
 ‘Why is Taro singing funny songs?’ 
 
However, every informant I consulted does not find the DoC effects regarding the 
sentences of this sort.  Thus, in this thesis, I set aside their observation. 
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the inalienable possessor Hanako raises out of the host DP and is marked with the 
accusative Case particle o.  As indicated, the sentence is marginal due to the multiple 
appearances of the accusative o. 
 
(20) the object possessor-raising construction and the DoC12 
 a. Taro-ga  [Hanako-no  atama]-o  nagut-ta. 
    -NOM  -GEN head-ACC hit-PST 
  ‘Taro hit Hanako’s head.’ 
 b. ?? Taro-ga  Hanako-oi  [ ei atama]-o  nagut-ta. 
    -NOM   -ACC   head-ACC hit-PST 
  ‘Taro hit Hanako on the head.’ 
 
  Similarly, the light-verb construction in Japanese manifests the DoC effects.  A 
Japanese verb suru is thematically incomplete or is “light” (Grimshaw and Mester 
1988), hence called light-verb.  In this construction, the light verb suru undergoes 
complex predicate formation with verbal nouns such as seisan.  In (21a), Puriusu, the 
object of the verbal noun seisan, is accompanied by the genitive Case marker no and 
the overall verbal noun, puriusu-no seisan, receives the accusative Case marking.  In 
                                                        
12
 I follow Hiraiwa (to appear) regarding the structures of object possessor-raising 
construction, light-verb construction, head-internal relative clause and tokoro relative 
clause in this chapter. 
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(21b), the object is located outside the projection of the verbal noun and marked in the 
accusative Case while the verbal noun undergoes incorporation into the light-verb.  
Of interest here is (21c).  In (21c), both the object of the verbal noun and the verbal 
noun itself are o-marked, exhibiting the DoC effects (Grimshaw and Mester 1988, 
Kageyama 1993), Saito and Hoshi 2000). 
 
(21) the light-verb construction and the DoC 
 a. Toyota-ga  Aiti-de [DP Puriusu-no  seisan]-o    si-ta. 
  Toyota-NOM Aichi-in  Prius-GEN   production-ACC LV-PST 
  ‘Toyota produced Prius in Aichi.’ 
 b. Toyota-ga  Aiti-de  Puriusu-o  seisan-si-ta. 
  Toyota-NOM Aichi-in Prius-GEN production-LV-PST 
  ‘Toyota produced Prius in Aichi.’ 
 c. ?? Toyota-ga   Aiti-de   Puriusu-oi  [DP ei seisan]-o   si-ta. 
   Toyota-NOM  Aichi-in  Prius-ACC    production-ACC LV-PST 
  ‘Toyota produced Prius in Aichi.’ 
 
  Thirdly, as Tsubomoto (1998) observes, head-internal relative clauses exhibit the 
DoC effects.  In the head-internal relative clause in Japanese, the object position of 
the matrix verb is occupied by the clause headed by no but semantically the argument 
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inside it is interpreted as the object of the matrix verb.  (22a) is an example of 
head-internal relative clause, where the relativized noun is hon.  Interestingly, the 
DoC effects appear when a pronoun sore ‘it’ accompanied by the accusative Case 
particle o comes after the head-internal relative clause, as shown in (22b). 
 
(22) the head-internal relative clause and the DoC 
 a. Sensei-ga  [boku-ga  hon-o  kai-ta   no]-o  
   professor-NOM 1SG-NOM book-ACC write-PST   C-ACC  
  syuppansya-ni   suisen-site-kure-ta. 
   publisher-DAT   recommend-LV-BEN-PST 
   ‘My professor recommended the book that I wrote to a publisher.’ 
 b. ?? Sensei-ga  [boku-ga   hon-o  kai-ta   no]-o   sore-o  
  professor-NOM  1SG-NOM    book-ACC write-PST C-ACC   it-ACC 
  syuppansya-ni  suisen-site-kure-ta. 
  publisher-DAT recommend-LV-BEN-PST 
  ‘My professor recommended the book that I wrote to a publisher.’ 
 
  The fourth construction I examine in this thesis is the tokoro relative clause.  As I 
have mentioned in the previous chapter, Harada (1973, 1975) argues the DoC effects 
show up in this construction, as illustrated in (2), repeated here as (23). 
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(23) the tokoro relative clause and the DoC 
 a. Keesatu-wa  doroboo-ga nige-yoo  to si-ta  tokoro-o 
  police officer-TOP  thief-NOM  escape-try C  LV-PST  TOKORO-ACC  
  juugeki-si-ta. 
  shot-LV-PST 
  ‘The police officer shot the thief trying to escape.’ 
 b. ?? Keesatu-wa   doroboo-oi [ei  nige-yoo to si-ta  tokoro]-o 
  ?? police officer-TOP thief-ACC   escape-try C  LV-PST  TOKORO-ACC  
  juugeki-si-ta. 
  shot-LV-PST 
  ‘The police officer shot the thief trying to escape.’ 
 
3.2 The Salvation Strategies 
In this section, I demonstrate how the aforementioned DoC effects are circumvented.  
The ways of salvation provided below are scrambling, clefting, sluicing, and adverbial 
particles.13 
  To start with, let us consider the scrambling strategy.  As observed by Hale and 
                                                        
13
 Hiraiwa (2002, to appear) also argues that relativization can save the DoC effects.  
However, in this thesis, I do not give his argument on the relativization strategy for the 
DoC effects.  This is because the derivation of relativization is not clear, hence it 
should be questioned that the pre-relativized structure of the examples given in 
Hiraiwa (2002, to appear) is a potential DoC violator.  For the derivation of 
relativization, see Kuno (1973), Kayne (1996), Murasugi (2000), among others. 
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Kitahara (1976-77), scrambling of one of the accusative-marked elements substantially 
improves the acceptability of the sentence.  (24a) shows the DoC effects due to the 
multiple occurrences of the accusative Case particle o.  In (24b) one of the 
accusative-marked elements scrambles to the sentence-initial position and the sentence 
becomes good, illustrating Hale and Kitagawa’s (1976-77) point. 
 
(24) the object possessor-raising and the scrambling strategy 
 a. ?? Taro-ga  Hanako-o  atama-o  nagut-ta. 
    -NOM   -ACC  head-ACC hit-PST 
  ‘Taro hit Hanako on the head.’ 
 b. Hanako-oi Taro-ga ti  atama-o nagut-ta. 
   -ACC   -NOM    head-ACC hit-PST 
  ‘Taro hit Hanako on the head.’ 
 
The scrambling strategy is available for the other constructions, as observed by 
Hiraiwa (2002, to appear). 
 
(25) the light-verb construction and the scrambling strategy 
 a. ?? Toyota-ga   Aiti-de   Puriusu-o    seisan-o   si-ta. 
   Toyota-NOM  Aichi-in  Prius-ACC   production-ACC  LV-PST 
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  ‘Toyota produced Prius in Aichi.’ 
 b. Puriusu-oi  Toyota-ga  Aiti-de  ti  seisan-o   si-ta. 
  Prius-ACC Toyota-NOM Aichi-in production-ACC LV-PST 
  ‘Toyota produced Prius in Aichi.’ 
 
(26) the head-internal relative clause and the scrambling strategy 14 
 a. ?? Sensei-ga  [boku-ga   hon-o  kai-ta   no]-o   sore-o  
  professor-NOM  1SG-NOM    book-ACC write-PST C-ACC   it-ACC 
  syuppansya-ni  suisen-site-kure-ta. 
  publisher-DAT recommend-LV-BEN-PST 
  ‘My professor recommended the book that I wrote to a publisher.’ 
 b. [Boku-ga  hon-o  kai-ta no]-o  sensei-ga   ti  sore-o 
   1SG-NOM book-ACC write-PSTC-ACC professor-NOM it-ACC 
  syuppansya-ni  suisen-site-kure-ta. 
  publisher-DAT recommend-LV-BEN-PST 
  ‘My professor recommended the book that I wrote to a publisher.’ 
 
 
                                                        
14
 It should be noted that not all types of the head-internal relative clause in Japanese 
showing the DoC effects can be salvaged by scrambling.  See Tsubomoto (1998) for a 
detailed discussion on this issue.   
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(27) the tokoro relative clause and the scrambling strategy 
 a. ?? Keesatu-wa   doroboo-o  nige-yoo  to si-ta  tokoro-o 
  ?? police officer-TOP  thief-ACC  escape-try C  LV-PST  TOKORO-ACC  
  juugeki-si-ta. 
  shot-LV-PST 
  ‘The police officer shot the thief trying to escape.’ 
 b. Doroboo-oi  Keesatu-wa    ti  nige-yoo-to  si-ta  tokoro-o 
  thief-ACC police officer-TOP escape-try-C LV-PST TOKORO-ACC 
  juugeki-si-ta. 
  shot-LV-PST 
  ‘The police officer shot the thief trying to escape.’ 
 
  Secondly, as Harada (1973) argues, clefting of one of the o-marked elements saves 
the DoC effects.  (28a) is an example of the tokoro relative clause, where both the 
tokoro clause and the embedded subject (= the semantic object of the matrix verb) are 
accompanied by the accusative Case o, and is degraded.  On the other hand, in (28b) 
and (28c), one of the o-marked elements undergoes clefting, suppressing the DoC 
effects observed in (28a).  Both doroboo-o in (28a) and nige-yoo-to si-ta tokoro-o in 
(28c) undergo clefting, ending up being in the focus position. 
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(28) the tokoro relative clause and the clefting strategy 
 a. ?? Keesatu-wa   doroboo-o nige-yoo   to  si-ta  tokoro-o 
  ?? police officer-TOP  thief-ACC  escape-try  C  LV-PST  TOKORO-ACC  
  juugeki-si-ta. 
  shot-LV-PST 
  ‘The police officer shot the thief trying to escape.’ 
 b. Keesatu-ga    ti  nige-yoo-to  si-ta  tokoro-o  juugeki-si-ta 
  police officer-NOM  escape-try-C  LV-PST TOKORO-ACC shot-LV-PST 
  no-wa  doroboo-oi  da. 
  C-TOP thief-ACC   COP 
  ‘It was the thief that the police officer shot as he tried to escape.’ 
 c. Keesatu-ga    doroboo-o  ti juugeki-si-ta  no-wa 
  police officer-NOM thief-ACC    shot-LV-PST C-TOP 
  nige-yoo-to  si-ta  tokoro-oi  da. 
  escape-try-C LV-PST TOKORO-ACC COP 
  ‘It was the moment he tried to escape that the police officer shot the thief.’ 
 
  The same results are obtained with the object possessor-raising (29) and the 
light-verb construction (30). 
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(29) the object possessor-raising and the clefting strategy 
 a. ?? Taro-ga  Hanako-o  atama-o  nagut-ta. 
    -NOM   -ACC  head-ACC hit-PST 
  ‘Taro hit Hanako on the head.’ 
 b. Taro-ga  ti  atama-o  nagut-ta no-wa  Hanako-oi  da. 
   -NOM head-ACC hit-PST  C-TOP     -ACC COP 
  ‘It was Hanako that Taro hit on the head.’ 
 
(30) the light-verb construction and the clefting strategy 
 a. ?? Toyota-ga   Aiti-de   Puriusu-o    seisan-o   si-ta. 
   Toyota-NOM  Aichi-in  Prius-ACC   production-ACC  LV-PST 
  ‘Toyota produced Prius in Aichi.’ 
 b. Toyota-ga  Aichi-de  ti  seisan-o    si-ta   no-wa  
  Toyota-NOM Aichi-in   production-ACC LV-PST  C-TOP 
  Puriusu-oi da 
  Prius-ACC COP 
  ‘It was Prius that Toyota produced in Aichi.’ 
 
  Thirdly, the DoC effects can be abated by replacing one of the accusative Case 
particles by adverbial particles such as dake, sae and mo as pointed out by Shibatani 
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(1978), Hiraiwa (2002, to appear), among others.  Object possessor-raising (31), 
light-verb construction (32), head-internal relative clause (33), and tokoro relative 
clause (34) illustrate this point. 
 
(31) the object possessor raising and the adverbial particles strategy 
 a. ?? Taro-ga  Hanako-o  atama-o  nagut-ta. 
    -NOM   -ACC  head-ACC hit-PST 
  ‘Taro hit Hanako on the head.’ 
 b. Taro-ga  Hanako-dake/sae/mo  atama-o  nagut-ta. 
   -NOM   -only/even/also head-ACC hit-PST 
  ‘Taro only/even/also hit Hanako on the head.’ 
 
(32) the light-verb construction and the adverbial particles strategy 
 a. ?? Toyota-ga   Aiti-de   Puriusu-o    seisan-o   si-ta. 
   Toyota-NOM  Aichi-in  Prius-ACC   production-ACC  LV-PST 
  ‘Toyota produced Prius in Aichi.’ 
 b. Toyota-ga  Aiti-de   Puriusu-dake/sae/mo   seisan-o   si-ta. 
  Toyota-NOM  Aichi-in  Prius-only/even/also production-ACC LV-PST 
  ‘Toyota (also) produced (only/even) Prius in Aichi.’ 
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(33) the head-internal relative clause and the adverbial particles strategy 
 a. ?? Sensei-ga  [boku-ga   hon-o  kai-ta   no]-o   sore-o  
  professor-NOM  1SG-NOM    book-ACC write-PST C-ACC   it-ACC 
  syuppansya-ni  suisen-site-kure-ta. 
  publisher-DAT recommend-LV-BEN-PST 
  ‘My professor recommended the book that I wrote to a publisher.’ 
 b. Sensei-ga  [boku-ga  hon-o  kai-ta  no]-o  sore-dake/sae/mo 
  professor-NOM 1SG-NOM book-ACC write-PST C-ACC it-only/even/also 
  syuppansya-ni  suisen-site-kure-ta. 
  publisher-DAT recommend-LV-BEN-PST 
  ‘The professor (only/even/also) recommended the book I wrote to the 
publisher.’ 
 
(34) the tokoro relative clause and the adverbial particles strategy 
 a. ?? Keesatu-wa   doroboo-o nige-yoo   to  si-ta  tokoro-o 
  ?? police officer-TOP  thief-ACC  escape-try  C  LV-PST  TOKORO-ACC  
  juugeki-si-ta. 
  shot-LV-PST 
  ‘The police officer shot the thief trying to escape.’ 
 b. Keesatu-wa    doroboo-dake/sae/mo   nige-yoo-to 
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  police officer-TOP  thief-only/even/also   escape-try-C 
  si-ta  tokoro-o   juugeki-si-ta. 
  LV-PST TOKORO-ACC shot-LV-PST 
  ‘The police officer (also) shot (only/even) the thief trying to escape.’ 
 
A note is in order here concerning (34b).  The structure of (34b) is ambiguous as to 
whether doroboo-dake/sae/mo is inside the tokoro clause or outside it.  If it is inside 
the tokoro clause, it ought to be marked in the nominative and then it follows that the 
salvation by adverbial particles is not at work for improving the status of (34a).  
However, the interpretation of (34b) implies that doroboo-dake/sae/mo is interpreted 
outside the tokoro clause: dake/sae/mo indicates the existence of a set of people that 
the police officer shot.  Thus, I assume that (34b) takes (34a) as the source. 
The fourth strategy to suppress the DoC effects is sluicing, as Hiraiwa (2002, to 
appear) notes.  In the examples below, the first sentence functioning as the antecedent 
for the sluice eludes the DoC violation by replacing one of the accusative Case 
particles by a adverbial particle mo.  Notice, however, that the second sentence does 
not show any DoC effects even though the Wh-phrase is marked in the accusative.  
According to Hiraiwa (2002, to appear), this is because one of the accusative marked 
elements is elided and only one o-marked DP survives at the surface. 
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(35) the object possessor-raising and the sluicing strategy 
 Taro-wa  aru-hito-dake  atama-o  nagut-ta  rasii-kedo, 
  -TOP some-person-only head-ACC hit-PST hear-but, 
 boku-wa  dare-o   ka  sira-na-i. 
 1SG-TOP who-ACC Q  know-NEG-PRES 
 ‘I heard that Taro hit only someone on the head, but I don’t know who.’ 
 
(36) the light-verb construction and the sluicing strategy 
 Toyota-wa  aru-kuruma-dake  Aichi-de seisan-o  si-ta   rasii-kedo, 
 Toyota-TOP some-car-only  Aichi-in  production-ACC LV-PST hear-but, 
 boku-wa  dono-kuruma-o  ka  sira-na-i. 
 1SG-TOP which-car-ACC  Q   know-NEG-PRES 
 ‘I hear that Toyota produced only some car in Aichi, but I don’t know which car.’ 
 
(37) the tokoro relative clause and the sluicing strategy 
 Taro-wa aru-hito-dake   nige-yoo-to  si-ta  tokoro-o juugeki-si-ta 
  -TOP some-person-only escape-try-C LV-PST TOKORO-ACC shot-LV-PST 
 rasii-kedo,  boku-wa  dare-o   ka  sira-na-i. 
 hear-but, 1SG-TOP  who-ACC  Q  know-NEG-PRES 
 ‘I heard that Taro shot only someone trying to escape, but I don’t know who.’ 
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  This section has seen how the DoC effects are suppressed.  To be more specific, we 
have observed that scrambling, clefting, adverbial particles, and sluicing can save the 
DoC violations. 
 
3.3 Causative DoC Constructions Revisited 
  In 1.1, following Harada’s (1975) insight, I have noted that in this thesis I limit my 
attention to non-causative DoC constructions.  Based on the salvation strategies 
introduced in the previous section, this section provides further arguments for the 
move.  Recall that in Japanese, if the verb is intransitive, the causee can be marked 
with either the accusative o or dative ni (38a).  On the other hand, if the verb is 
transitive, the causee can be marked with the dative as in (38b) but not with the 
accusative.  If the verb used is transitive and the causee is marked with the accusative, 
the DoC effects arise as shown in (38c).   
 
(38) the causative construction and the DoC 
 a. Taro-wa  Hanako-o/ni   hatarak-ase-ta. 
   -TOP Hanako-ACC/DAT   work-CAUS-PST 
  ‘Taro made Hanako work.’ 
 b. Taro-wa  Hanako-ni  sakana-o  tabe-sase-ta. 
   -TOP Hanako-DAT fish-ACC eat-CAUS-PST 
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  ‘Taro made Hanako eat fish.’ 
 c. *Taro-wa Hanako-o  sakana-o  tabe-sase-ta. 
   -TOP  -ACC fish-ACC eat-CAUS-PST 
  ‘Taro made Hanako eat fish.’ 
 
The argument here is very simple: no salvation strategy is effective for causative DoC 
constructions such as (38c).  Hence, they should not be treated in the same way as 
non-causative DoC constructions. 
  To begin with, observe in (39) that the scrambling of one of the accusative marked 
elements does not save the unacceptability of the causative DoC construction.   
 
(39) the causative DoC construction and the scrambling strategy 
 a. *Hanako-oi  Taro-wa ti sakana-o  tabe-sase-ta. 
   -ACC   -TOP fish-ACC eat-CAUS-PST 
  ‘Taro made Hanako eat fish.’ 
 b. *Sakana-oi  Taro-wa  Hanako-o  ti tabe-sase-ta. 
   fish-ACC  -TOP  -ACC eat-CAUS-PST 
  ‘Taro made Hanako eat fish’ 
 
  Secondly, as acknowledged by Harada (1975), the clefting strategy is unavailable for 
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the causative DoC construction. 
 
(40) the causative DoC construction and the clefting strategy 
 a. *Taro-ga  Hanako-o  ti  tabe-sase-ta  no-wa  sakana-oi  da. 
  *  -NOM    -ACC   eat-CAUS-PST  C-TOP  fish-ACC COP 
 ‘It was fish that Taro made Hanako eat.’ 
 b. *Taro-ga  ti  sakana-o  tabe-sase-ta no-wa Hanako-oi   da. 
    -NOM  fish-ACC  eat-CAUS-PST  C-TOP  -ACC  COP 
 ‘It was Hanako that Taro made eat fish.’ 
 
  Similarly, replacing one of the accusative Case particles by adverbial particles does 
not improve the status of the sentence (38c) at all as shown below.15 
 
(41) the causative DoC construction and the adverbial particles strategy 
 *Taro-wa  Hanako-o  sakana-dake/sae/mo  tabe-sase-ta. 
                                                        
15
 Replacing the accusative Case particle o of Hanako-o in (38c) by adverbial particles 
such as dake, sae, and mo, to my ear, substantially improves the sentence as indicated 
below. 
 
(i) Taro-wa  Hanako-dake/sae/mo  sakana-o  tabe-sase-ta. 
 Taro-NOM Hanako-only/even/also fish-ACC eat-CAUS-PST 
 ‘Taro (also) made (only/even) Hanako eat fish.’ 
 
Note that the same result is obtained when the particles are put on Hanako in (38b).  
That is, it is not evident if (i) is derived from (38c).  Hence, I conclude that (i) does 
not constitute a counter example to our arguments here. 
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  -TOP  -ACC fish-only/even/also eat-CAUS-PST 
  ‘Taro made Hanako eat (only/even) fish (as well).’ 
 
  Furthermore, as Hiraiwa (2002, to appear) observes, the same result is obtained with 
sluicing strategy.16 
 
(42) the causative DoC and the sluicing strategy 
 *Taro-wa  aru-hito-ni   sakana-o  tabe-sase-ta rasii-kedo, 
   -TOP some-person-DAT fish-ACC  eat-CAUS-PST hear-but, 
 boku-wa  dare-o   ka  sira-na-i. 
 1SG-TOP who-ACC Q  know-NEG-PRES 
 ‘I heard that Taro made someone eat fish, but I don’t know who.’ 
 
Thus, there seems to be good reason to make bifurcation between non-causative 
constructions and causative constructions with respect to the DoC effects.  The 
salvation strategies given in 3.2 are available for the former, but not for the latter.  
Hence, in this thesis, I focus on the DoC effects of non-causative constructions. 
 
                                                        
16
 (42) may be bad due to the Case mismatch between the remnant and its correlate.  
However, I follow Hiraiwa’s (2002, to appear) insight that this is an instance of a 
causative DoC.  In any case, it is clear that the sluicing strategy does not save 
causative DoC sentences. 
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4 Proposal 
 
The previous chapter has reviewed where the DoC effects emerge and how they can be 
suppressed.  In this chapter, it is shown that their behavior is captured under (43).  
Moreover, we observe that counterexamples for Harada’s (1973), Shibatani’s (1978), 
and Hiraiwa’s (to appear) definition of the DoC can be given an explanation under the 
analysis proposed here. 
 
(43) a. V raises to T/C in Japanese.  On its way to T/C, V undergoes amalgamation 
with functional heads by which it stops. 
 b. V and the V+v+T complex thus formed inherit Agree features from v and C, 
respectively. 
 c. Once accusative Case valuation takes place, the relevant features on V or 
V+v+T are deleted.  Hence, at most one element can be valued as accusative 
within each Spell-Out domain provided that v and C are phases. 
 
Before examining the DoC effects and the salvation strategies observed thus far, let us 
review two ideas crucial to my hypothesis (43), i.e. verb-raising and feature 
inheritance. 
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4.1 Verb-Raising and Feature Inheritance 
4.1.1 Verb-Raising 
Whether Japanese employs verb-raising or not has been hotly debated in the literature 
(cf. Fukui and Takano 1998, Hoji 1998, Koizumi 1995, 2000, Miyagawa 2001, Otani 
and Whitman 1991, among others).  In this thesis, I assume with Koizumi (2000) that 
Japanese does have overt verb-raising. 
  Koizumi (2000) addresses the existence of overt verb-raising in Japanese by 
presenting empirical evidence based on coordination, clefting and scrambling.  
Consider first the following coordination example.17 
 
(44) Mary-ga  [[John-ni  ringo-o  2-tu]  to  [Bob-ni  banana-o  3-bon]] 
 Mary-NOM [[John-to apple-ACC 2-CL] and [Bob-to banana-ACC 3-CL]] 
 ageta  (koto). 
 gave fact 
 ‘Mary gave two apples to John, and three bananas to Bob.’    (Koizumi 2000) 
 
As the square brackets indicate, two internal arguments form a syntactic constituent 
                                                        
17
 Koizumi (2000) assumes that the sentence (i) has a structure given in (ii) 
 
 (i) Mary-ga  John-ni  ringo-o  age-ta. 
  Mary-NOM John-to apple-ACC give-PST 
  ‘Mary gave an apple to John.’ 
 (ii) [CP [IP Mary-NOMi [vP ti [VP John-to [V’ apple-ACC gave]] v] I] C] 
   (Koizumi 2000) 
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excluding the subject and the verb.  This constituent must be either VP or vP, given 
that (44) has a structure like the one shown in fn. 13(ii).  This, as argued in Koizumi 
(2000), in turn entails that the verb has overtly raised at least to v. 
  The next evidence for overt verb-raising in Japanese is based on clefting.  In (45b), 
two internal arguments are clefted while the verb is stranded. 
 
(45) a. Mary-ga  John-ni  ringo-o   3-tu  ageta  (koto). 
  Mary-NOM John-to apple-ACC  3-CL  gave  (fact) 
  ‘Mary gave three apples to John.’ 
 b. Mary-ga  age-ta   no-wa  [John-ni ringo-o  3-tu] da. 
  Mary-NOM give-PST C-TOP  [John-to apple-ACC 3-CL] COP 
  ‘(Lit.) It is [three apples to John] that Mary gave.’      (Koizumi 2000) 
 
As is standardly assumed, the internal arguments are generated within VP.  Then, 
these examples imply that the main verb has overtly moved out of the VP that 
dominates the direct and indirect objects.  For Koizumi (2000), what is clefted in 
(45b) is the remnant VP thus formed.  This is schematically represented in (46). 
 
(46) a. the schematic structure of (45a)  
  Subject [VP IO DO tV] V 
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 b. the schematic structure of (45b) 
  [OPi [Subject ti V-v-I]] no-wa [VP IO DO [V e]]i da      (Koizumi 2000) 
 
  The third evidence comes from scrambling data.  It is argued that the application of 
multiple long-distance movement out of the same clause always results in a 
Subjacency violation (Chomsky 1986, Lasnik and Saito 1992).  Hence, when more 
than one constituent is scrambled out of the same embedded clause, the resultant 
sentence is degraded as shown in (47).  However, this Subjacency effects can be 
suppressed if the scrambled elements form an intonation phrase as in (48). 
 
(47) ?? Masami-nii Hawai-dej  John-gak  [Kiyomi-ga ti  tj 
   Masami-DAT Hawaii-in  John-NOM  [Kiyomi-NOM 
 purezento-o  katta    to]  omotteiru  (koto). 
 present-ACC  bought C  believe  (fact) 
 ‘John believes that Kiyomi bought a present for Masami in Hawaii’ 
 
(48) |Hawai-de  Masami-ni  purezento-o|  John-ga 
 |Hawaii-in  Masami-DAT present-ACC|  John-NOM 
 [Kiyomi-ga  katta   to] omotteiru (koto). 
 [Kiyomi-NOM bought C]  believe  (fact) 
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 ‘(Lit.) A present for Masami in Hawaii John believes that Kiyomi bought.’ 
                          (Koizumi 2000) 
 
To account for the acceptability (48), Koizumi (2000) argues that the scrambling of the 
embedded VP is involved in the example in question, as schematically shown below. 
 
(49) the scrambling of a remnant VP 
 [VP Hawai-de  Masami-ni purezento-o tV]i  J-ga 
 [VP Hawaii-in  Masami-DAT present-ACC  tV]i  J-NOM 
          [K-ga  ti  kattaV   to] omotteiru. 
          [K-NOM ti  boughtV  C] believe     (Koizumi 2000) 
 
Thus, Koizumi (2000) argues for the overt verb-raising in Japanese.  Assuming that 
his argument is on the right track, I propose an analysis of the DoC. 
 
4.1.2 Feature Inheritance 
2.3 has introduced the notion of phases developed in the current minimalist theory.  I 
have shown, citing Chomsky (2000, 2001, 2004), that (i) CPs and vPs are phases, (ii) 
they constitute a derivational unit, and (iii) structure building proceeds phase by phase. 
  Chomsky (2008) further elaborates on phases and proposes that phase heads are the 
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trigger for syntactic operations.  Capitalizing on this idea, he argues that Agree 
features (φ-features), a driving force for Agree, are inherent in C, not T.  Therefore, in 
the lexicon, T lacks Agree features, contrary to what is assumed in Chomsky (2000, 
2001, 2004).  Then a question arises as to how T acts as a probe.  According to 
Chomsky (2008), the probe-hood of T is obtained since T inherits Agree features from 
C.  As a result, it is C that ultimately initiates the Agree relation that values the 
subject’s Case feature and optionally raises the subject.  Further, he claims that the 
v-V relation is equivalent to the C-T relation.  Hence, v also has Agree features and 
they are inherited by V, as in the case of the C-T relation.  These are illustrated in 
(50). 
 
(50) feature inheritance in Chomsky (2008) 
 CP 
ei 
      C’ 
    ei 
    TP     C 
  ei 
      T’      [Agree] 
    ei 
   vP      T 
 ei 
 SUBJ     v’ 
    ei 
   VP     v 
 ei 
      V’       [Agree] 
    ei 
  OBJ      V 
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  With these in mind, in what follows in this chapter, I examine the DoC effects and 
the salvation strategies observed in the previous chapter. 
 
4.2 Proposal 
To examine the DoC effects and the strategies of salvation available, I propose the 
following: 
 
(51) a. V raises to T/C in Japanese.  On its way to T/C, V undergoes amalgamation 
with functional heads by which it stops. 
 b. V and the V+v+T complex thus formed inherit Agree features from v and C, 
respectively. 
 c. Once accusative Case valuation takes place, the relevant features on V or 
V+v+T are deleted.  Hence, at most one element can be valued as accusative 
within each Spell-Out domain provided that v and C are phases. 
 
In this section, first I show why sentences such as (20b), (21c), (22b) and (23b) are 
degraded in terms of (51).  Second, it is demonstrated that the strategies of salvation 
available to the DoC effects are reduced to (51). 
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4.2.1 The DoC Effects from a Perspective of Case Valuation 
Recall that the DoC effects are observable in various types of construction in Japanese: 
the object possessor-raising construction, the light-verb construction, the head-internal 
relative clause, and the tokoro relative clause.  This subsection examines them one by 
one under (51).   
Let us start with the object possessor-raising construction.  Consider (20), repeated 
here as (52). 
 
(52) the object possessor-raising construction and the DoC 
 a. Taro-ga  [Hanako-no  atama]-o  nagut-ta. 
    -NOM  -GEN head-ACC hit-PST 
  ‘Taro hit Hanako’s head.’ 
 b. ?? Taro-ga  Hanako-oi  [ ei atama]-o  nagut-ta. 
    -NOM   -ACC   head-ACC hit-PST 
  ‘Taro hit Hanako on the head.’ 
 
In (52b), the inalienable possessor Hanako raises out of the host DP and is marked in 
the accusative.  As indicated, the sentence is degraded due to the multiple 
appearances of o.  (53) below illustrates the derivation of (52b) under (51).18 
                                                        
18
 Hereafter, in the trees and text, [Agree], [u-Case] and [ACC] indicate Agree 
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(53) the derivation of (52b) under (51) 
 a.              CP b.  CP 
ru                                                ru 
TP    C                        TP    C 
ru                                                ru 
Taro   T’                       Taro    T’ 
ru                                                 ru 
vP    T                        vP     T 
ru   g                                       ru       g 
VP    v  ta                   VP    v   ta 
ru                                                ru 
 Hanakoi     V’                     Hanakoi    V’ 
 [u-Case]  ru      [Agree]  [u-Case]  ru 
 DP    V                        DP    V 
6        g                                       6          g 
 ei atama    nagut                   ei atama    nagut 
 [u-Case]                             [ACC]   [Agree] 
 
 c.              CP d.  CP 
ru                                                    ru 
TP    C                          TP    C 
ru               [Agree]                   ru 
Taro   T’                         Taro    T’ 
ru                                                    ru 
vP    V+v+T                      vP    V+v+T 
ru     6                                ru      6 
VP   tV+v  nagut-ta                 VP    tV+v  nagut-ta 
ru                                           ru              [Agree] 
 Hanakoi     V’                        Hanakoi    V’ 
[u-Case]  ru                                      [u-Case] ru 
 DP    tV                          DP    tV 
6                                                    6         
 ei atama            ei atama     
   [ACC]                               [ACC]  
 
Let us suppose that the object raises out of the host DP in object possessor-raising 
                                                                                                                                                                             
features, uninterpretable/unvalued Case feature and accusative Case, respectively.  
Also, a Spell-Out domain is indicated by a dotted line.  Although uninterpretable 
features are valued then deleted under the Agree model defined in Chapter 2, I indicate 
in the trees what value is assigned even after it is deleted, for the ease of exposition. 
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constructions.  In (53a), both Hanako and atama have [u-Case].  By virtue of (51b), 
V inherits Agree features from v.  Consequently, in (53b), under Agree, the Case 
feature of atama is valued as accusative by V with Agree features (and is deleted).  In 
accordance with (51c), the Case feature of V is deleted.  By (51a), V undergoes 
V-to-v-to-T movement, forming the V+v+T complex in (53c).  Here, it inherits Agree 
features from C as shown in (53c).  The V+v+T complex with Agree features, 
however, cannot value the Case of Hanako, since Hanako is located in a Spell-Out 
domain, where the Phase Impenetrability Condition applies.  Hence, under (53), (52b) 
is expected to be degraded, since the Case feature of Hanako is left unvalued. 
  As mentioned, Japanese light-verb construction manifests the DoC effects as well.  
Given in (54) are an example of light-verb construction and its double-o counterpart. 
 
(54) the light-verb construction and the DoC 
 a. Toyota-ga  Aiti-de [DP Puriusu-no  seisan]-o    si-ta. 
  Toyota-NOM Aichi-in  Prius-GEN   production-ACC LV-PST 
  ‘Toyota produced Prius in Aichi.’ 
 b. Toyota-ga  Aiti-de  Puriusu-o  seisan-si-ta. 
  Toyota-NOM Aichi-in Prius-GEN production-LV-PST 
  ‘Toyota produced Prius in Aichi.’ 
 c. ?? Toyota-ga   Aiti-de   Puriusu-oi  [DP ei seisan]-o   si-ta. 
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   Toyota-NOM  Aichi-in  Prius-ACC    production-ACC LV-PST 
  ‘Toyota produced Prius in Aichi.’ 
 
The degraded status of (54c) can be accounted for under (51) in a similar way as (52b).  
The derivation of (54c) proceeds as follows: 
 
(55) the derivation of (54c) under (51) 
 a.              CP b.  CP 
ru                                                ru 
TP    C                        TP    C 
ru                                                ru 
 Toyota T’ Toyota T’ 
ru                                                 ru 
vP    T                        vP     T 
ru   g                                       ru       g 
 VP    v  ta                   VP    v  ta 
 ru ru 
 Aiti-de V’ Aichi-de V’ 
 ru                                                ru 
  Puriusui V’                     Puriusui V’ 
  [u-Case] ru    [Agree]   [u-Case] ru 
  DP    V                        DP    V 
 6  g  6         g 
 ei seisan     si                    ei seisan     si 
  [u-Case]                             [ACC]   [Agree] 
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 c.              CP d.  CP 
ru                                                ru 
TP    C                        TP    C 
ru                                                ru 
 Toyota T’ [Agree] Toyota T’ 
ru                                                 ru 
vP  V+v+T vP     V+v+T 
ru 6  ru 6 
 VP tV+v  si-ta VP tV+v   si-ta 
 ru ru [Agree] 
 Aiti-de V’ Aichi-de V’ 
 ru                                                ru 
  Puriusui V’                     Puriusui V’ 
  [u-Case] ru    [u-Case] ru 
  DP    tV                        DP    tV 
 6  g  6         g 
 ei seisan     si                    ei seisan     si 
   [ACC]                             [ACC]   [ACC] 
 
Here I assume the theme argument moves out of the projection of verbal nouns.19  In 
(55a), both Puriusu and seisan are introduced into the derivation with [u-Case].  Here, 
V inherits accusative Case from v.  Then, in (55b), V probes in search of a matching 
element and locates seisan and values its Case as accusative.  Consequently, V moves 
to v and then to T, forming the V+v+T complex in (55c).  Here, C’s Agree features are 
passed on to the V+v+T complex.  Note that the complement of v, VP, is already 
Spelled-Out.  Due to the PIC, the V+v+T complex with Agree features cannot look 
into the complement of v, and no value is assigned to the Case feature of Puriusu, 
hence the degraded status of (54c). 
                                                        
19
 Saito and Hoshi (2000) suppose that the theme argument is outside the projection of 
verbal nouns in their analysis of the DoC. 
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  The similar argument obtains with the tokoro relative clause with multiple 
occurrences of o (56b).  The derivation of (56b) proceeds as shown in (57). 
 
(56) the tokoro relative clause and the DoC 
 a. Keesatu-wa  doroboo-ga nige-yoo  to si-ta  tokoro-o 
  police officer-TOP  thief-NOM  escape-try C  LV-PST  TOKORO-ACC  
  juugeki-si-ta. 
  shot-LV-PST 
  ‘The police officer shot the thief trying to escape.’ 
 b. ?? Keesatu-wa   doroboo-oi [ei  nige-yoo to si-ta  tokoro]-o 
  ?? police officer-TOP thief-ACC   escape-try C  LV-PST  TOKORO-ACC  
  juugeki-si-ta. 
  shot-LV-PST 
  ‘The police officer shot the thief trying to escape.’ 
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(57) the derivation of (56b) under (51) 
 a.       CP   b.        CP 
        ei        ei 
       TP  C      TP     C 
     ei       ei 
   Keesatu   T Keesatu   T’ 
       ei       ei 
       vP  T      vP      T 
     ei  g     ei   g 
    VP    v ta    VP     v   ta 
 wo     wo 
dorobooi    V’  [Agree] dorobooi    V’ 
[u-Case]  wo   [u-Case]  wo 
    CP    V     CP      V 
  6   g   6      g 
ei nige-yoo to si-ta tokoro  juugeki-si   ei nige-yoo to si-ta tokoro  juugeki-si 
  [u-Case]      [ACC]    [Agree] 
 
 c.       CP   d.        CP 
        ei        ei 
       TP  C      TP     C 
     ei       ei 
   Keesatu   T’ [Agree]  Keesatu   T’ 
       ei       ei 
       vP  V+v+T      vP   V+v+T 
     ei  6     ei 6 
    VP    tV+v juugeki-si-ta    VP     tV+v juugeki-si-ta 
 wo     wo     [Agree] 
dorobooi    V’    dorobooi    V’ 
[u-Case]  wo   [u-Case]  wo 
    CP    tV     CP      tV 
  6   g   6      g 
ei nige-yoo to si-ta tokoro  juugeki-si   ei nige-yoo to si-ta tokoro  juugeki-si 
  [ACC]       [ACC]    [Agree] 
 
Here I assume, following Harada (1973), that both doroboo-o and nige-yoo to si-ta 
tokoro are VP arguments.20  As shown in (57a), both doroboo and nige-yoo to si-ta 
                                                        
20
 According to Harada (1973), (56a) and (56b) have the same underlying structure 
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tokoro have [u-Case], rendering them active for Agree purposes.  Here, V inherits 
Agree features from v and probes a matching element.  An Agree relation is 
established between nige-yoo to si-ta tokoro and V, and the former gets its Case valued 
as accusative as illustrated in (57b).  In the next higher phase, C passes its Agree 
features on to the V+v+T complex as in (57c).  However, The V+v+T complex with 
Agree features in (57d), cannot value the Case of doroboo, since it is already 
Spelled-Out, hence inaccessible.  Therefore, under (51), (52b) is expected to be 
degraded, since the Case feature of doroboo is left unvalued. 
  The same reasoning applies to the head-internal relative clause exhibiting the DoC 
effects (58b). 
 
(58) the head-internal relative clause and the DoC 
 a. Sensei-ga  [boku-ga  hon-o  kai-ta   no]-o  
   professor-NOM 1SG-NOM book-ACC write-PST   C-ACC  
  syuppansya-ni   suisen-site-kure-ta. 
                                                                                                                                                                             
(ia).  When Counter Equi NP Deletion, an operation that deletes the preceding NP of 
two identical NPs, applies to (ia) as in (ib), (56a) results.  On the other hand, (56b) 
obtains through Equi NP Deletion, an operation that deletes the latter NP of two 
identical NPs, as illustrated in (ic). 
 
(i) a. Keesatu [VP dorobooi [dorobooi nige-yoo to si-ta tokoro] juugeki-si]-ta. 
 b. Keesatu [VP dorobooi [dorobooi nige-yoo to si-ta tokoro] juugeki-si]-ta. 
 c. Keesatu [VP dorobooi [dorobooi nige-yoo to si-ta tokoro] juugeki-si]-ta. 
 
Notice that the preceding doroboo is inside the VP but outside the tokoro clause, 
leading to the structures in (57). 
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   publisher-DAT   recommend-LV-BEN-PST 
   ‘My professor recommended the book that I wrote to a publisher.’ 
 b. ?? Sensei-ga  [boku-ga   hon-o  kai-ta   no]-o   sore-o  
  professor-NOM  1SG-NOM    book-ACC write-PST C-ACC   it-ACC 
  syuppansya-ni  suisen-site-kure-ta. 
  publisher-DAT recommend-LV-BEN-PST 
  ‘My professor recommended the book that I wrote to a publisher.’ 
 
(59) the derivation of (58b) under (51) 
 a.          CP       b.         CP 
        ru            ru 
       TP   C          TP   C 
      ru             ru 
    Sensei      T’     Sensei T’ 
        ru            ru 
       vP   T          vP   T 
      ru  g          ru  g 
      VP     v ta         VP    v ta 
   wo          wo 
  CP        V’   [Agree] CP  V’ 
 6    ru       6    ru 
boku-ga hon-o kai-ta no sore    V       boku-ga hon-o kai-ta no sore  V 
 [u-Case]    [u-Case] |   [u-Case]   [ACC] |  
        suisen-site-kure          suisen-site-kure 
                    [Agree] 
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 c.          CP       d.         CP 
        ru            ru 
       TP   C          TP   C 
      ru             ru 
    Sensei      T’ [Agree]    Sensei T’ 
        ru            ru 
       vP   V+v+T        vP V+v+T 
      ru  6     ru   6 
      VP    tV+v suisen…ta     VP tV+v   suisen… ta 
   wo          wo  [Agree] 
  CP        V’         CP       V’ 
 6    ru       6    ru 
boku-ga hon-o kai-ta no sore    tV      boku-ga hon-o kai-ta no sore  tV 
 [u-Case]    [ACC] |   [u-Case]   [ACC] |  
 
Although there seems to be no agreement on the exact structure of the head-internal 
relative clause with additional pronouns, let me follow Hiraiwa (to appear) in making 
the simplest assumption that a head-internal relative clause and a pronoun are VP 
arguments.  Thus, in (59a), both boku-ga hon-o kai-ta no and sore are generated 
within VP.  V inherits Agree features from v.  Being active, V probes into its 
c-command domain, and locates sore.  The Case feature of sore is valued by V as in 
(59b).  Then the derivation proceeds to the next phase.  The V+v+T complex formed 
as a result of verb-raising inherits Agree features on C.  However, no matching 
element can be found within its c-command domain.  As a result, the Case feature of 
boku-ga hon-o kai-ta no is not assigned any value, leading to the marginal status of 
(58b). 
  Thus, the DoC effects manifested by the four types of construction in Japanese can 
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be captured in terms of (51). 
 
4.2.2 The Salvation Strategies from a Perspective of Case Valuation 
In 3.2, we have seen that four kinds of salvation strategies are available to the DoC 
violators: scrambling, clefting, sluicing, and adverbial particles.  This subsection 
aims at reducing these effects to the proposed system of Case valuation in Japanese 
(51).  To be more specific, I claim that in these salvation strategies the lower 
o-marked element and the higher o-marked element are Case-valued by V and the 
V+v+T complex, respectively. 
  Consider first the following example (60).  The sentence (60a) is marginal due to 
the multiple occurrences of o whereas the DoC effects are suppressed by scrambling of 
one of the o-marked elements in (60b). 
 
(60) the object possessor-raising and scrambling 
 a. ?? Taro-ga  Hanako-o  atama-o  nagut-ta. 
    -NOM   -ACC  head-ACC hit-PST 
  ‘Taro hit Hanako on the head.’ 
 b. Hanako-oi Taro-ga ti  atama-o nagut-ta. 
   -ACC   -NOM    head-ACC hit-PST 
  ‘Taro hit Hanako on the head.’ 
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Under the proposed system of Case valuation in Japanese (51), the improved 
acceptability of (60b) is expected.  The derivation of (60b) proceeds as follows: 
 
(61) the derivation of (60b) under (51) 
 a.    CP    b.       CP 
   ei       ei 
   TP    C      TP      C 
 ei      ei 
 Taro    T’     Taro     T’ 
   ei       ei 
   vP     T       vP       T 
 ei  g     ei   g 
Hanakoi    v’   ta    Hanakoi    v’    ta 
[u-Case] ei    [u-Case] ei 
   VP     v       VP       v 
 ei      ei 
 ti    V’  [Agree]     ti    V’ 
   ei       ei 
   atama     V       atama      V 
   [u-Case]   |       [ACC]     | 
       nagut             nagut 
                  [Agree] 
 
 c.    CP    d.       CP 
   ei       ei 
   TP    C      TP      C 
 ei      ei 
 Taro    T’  [Agree]    Taro     T’ 
   ei       ei 
   vP     V+v+T       vP       V+v+T 
 ei  6     ei  6 
Hanakoi    v’   nagut-ta    Hanakoi    v’    nagut-ta 
[u-Case] ei    [u-Case] ei [Agree] 
   VP     tV+v       VP       tV+v 
 ei      ei 
 ti    V’ [Agree]      ti     V’ 
   ei       ei 
   atama     tV       atama      tV 
   [u-Case]   |       [ACC]     | 
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 e.    CP 
    ei 
   TP   V+v+T+C 
 ei  6 
Hanakoi    TP   nagut-ta 
[ACC]   ei [Agree] 
   Taro     T’ 
      ei 
     vP  tV+v+T 
   ei 
   ti     v’ 
     ei 
    VP    tV+v 
   ei 
   ti     V’ 
     ei 
     atama  tV 
    [ACC] 
 
In (61a), both Hanako and atama are introduced into the derivation with [u-Case], 
hence active for Agree purposes.  Here, V inherits v’s Agree features and probes a 
matching element.  As a result of the search, V locates atama and values its Case as 
accusative as shown in (61b).  Then the derivation proceeds to the next phase.  In 
(61c), V raises to T, forming V+v+T, and inherits Agree features of C.  Notice that 
Hanako has already moved to Spec-vP before VP is Spelled-Out.  Therefore, Hanako 
is still accessible to further computation.  In (61e), the V+v+T moves up to C, 
forming V+v+T+C.  Hanako is in the edge of TP and Case-valued as accusative under 
Agree.21  All the uninterpretable features are checked and deleted, and the derivation 
                                                        
21
 The V+v+T complex in (61d) can assign accusative Case to Hanako in Spec-vP.  
Even if the derivation goes in such a way, the resulting sentence is fine, as illustrated 
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converges.   
  Recall that the scrambling strategy is also available to light-verb construction, 
head-internal relative clause and tokoro relative clause.  The argument here is 
consistent with them as well. 
  Salvation by clefting is also captured under (51).  The clefting strategy is 
efficacious in the object possessor-raising, the light-verb construction and the tokoro 
relative clause.  Consider the example in (62) below.  Both (62a) and (62b) have 
more than one DP marked in the accusative.  Nevertheless, they show different 
acceptability: (62a) is degraded while (62b) is OK. 
 
(62) the object possessor-rasing and the clefting strategy 
 a. ?? Taro-ga  Hanako-o  atama-o  nagut-ta. 
    -NOM   -ACC  head-ACC hit-PST 
  ‘Taro hit Hanako on the head.’ 
 b. Taro-ga  ti  atama-o  nagut-ta no-wa  Hanako-oi  da. 
   -NOM head-ACC hit-PST  C-TOP     -ACC COP 
  ‘It was Hanako that Taro hit on the head.’ 
                                                                                                                                                                             
below. 
 
 (i) Taro-ga  Hanako-o  (omoikiri) ti atama-o  nagut-ta. 
  Taro-NOM Hanako-ACC (hard) head-ACC hit-PST 
  ‘Taro hit Hanako hard on the head.’ 
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Here, again, the proposed Case valuation system (51) does have a say: under (51), 
(62b) is derived as follows.22 
 
(63) the derivation of (62b) under (51) 
 a. CP     Foc   b.  CP      Foc 
3       g                                                   3        g  
TP      C   da                         TP      C   da 
 3                                                          3 
Taro      T’                            Taro      T’ 
3                                                          3 
vP       T                             vP        T 
3        g                                                 3         g 
Hanakoi  v’  ta  Hanakoi  v’ ta 
[u-Case] 3  [u-Case] 3 
VP      v                              VP       v 
3 3 
 ti  V’ [Agree]  ti V’ 
[u-Case]3                                                           3 
  atama      V atama  V 
[u-Case]        g                                                    [ACC]         g 
ti atama    nagut                          ti atama    nagut  
[u-Case]  [ACC]                          [ACC]    [Agree] 
 
                                                        
22
 I assume Hiraiwa and Ishihara’s (2002) analysis of cleft constructions. 
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 c. CP     Foc   d.  CP      Foc 
3       g                                                   3        g  
TP      C   da                         TP      C   da 
 3                                                          3 
Taro      T’ [Agree]  Taro      T’ 
3                                                          3 
vP  V+v+T  vP       V+v+T 
3  6  3  6 
Hanakoi  v’  nagut-ta  Hanakoi  v’ nagut-ta 
[u-Case] 3  [ACC] 3[Agree] 
VP      tV+v  VP      tV+v 
3 3 
 ti  V’ [Agree]  ti V’ 
[u-Case]3                                                           3 
  atama      tV atama  tV 
 [ACC]        g                                                    [ACC]         g 
 
e.  TopP 
q  
CP                      Top’ 
6                            ei 
Taro ti atama nagut-ta no-wa       FocP         Top 
[ACC]                 ru 
Hanakoi     Foc’ 
[ACC]    ru 
tCP       Foc 
6           g 
…ti…      da 
 
Possessing [u-Case], Hanako and atama are accessible to syntactic operations in (63a).  
Here, v passes its Agree features on to V, allowing it to probe a matching goal.  In 
(63b), V values the Case feature of atama as accusative.  As shown in (63c), V raises 
to v and then to T, forming V+v+T, and inherits Agree features of C.  The V+v+T then 
values the Case feature of Hanako, an element which has already undergone movement 
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out of the Spell-Out domain, VP.  Then cleft formation a la Hiraiwa and Ishihara 
(2002) takes place in (63e).  The DoC effects are not observable in the resultant 
sentence (62b), as desired.   
  The above discussion can extend to the cases of the light-verb construction and the 
tokoro relative clause.   
  The effects of the sluicing strategy, which is available to the object possessor-raising, 
the light-verb construction and the tokoro relative clause, are foreseeable given (51).  
The sluicing strategy is illustrated in (64) with the object possessor-raising. 
 
(64) the object possessor-raising and the sluicing strategy 
 Taro-wa  aru-hito-dake  atama-o  nagut-ta  rasii-kedo, 
  -TOP some-person-only head-ACC hit-PST hear-but, 
 boku-wa  dare-o  [e] ka  sira-na-i. 
 1SG-TOP who-ACC   Q  know-NEG-PRES 
 ‘I heard that Taro hit only someone on the head, but I don’t know who.’ 
 
What is considered to be elided in (64) is Taro-ga atama-o nagut-ta.  (65) illustrates 
how the second clause of (64) is derived under the proposed Case valuation system.23 
 
                                                        
23
 Here I adopt an analysis of sluicing proposed in Hiraiwa and Ishihara (2002). 
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(65) the derivation of (64) under (51) 
 a.             VP b.                VP 
3                                                       3 
FocP      V FocP     V 
3 g   3        g 
Foc’ sira-na-i                            Foc’ sira-na-i 
3                                                       3 
CP     Foc                            CP      Foc 
3       g                                               3        g 
TP      C   ka                        TP  C ka 
3                                                       3 
Taro      T’                           Taro      T’ 
3                                                       3 
vP      T                             vP       T 
3      g                                                 3        g 
  darei v’ ta  darei v’   ta 
 [u-Case]3  [u-Case]  3 
VP       v  VP       v 
3                                                         3 
  ti V’ [Agree]   ti V’ 
[u-Case]3                                            [u-Case]3 
atama      V atama       V 
[u-Case]  g                                                 [ACC]   g 
ti atama   nagut                          ti atama    nagut 
[u-Case]  [ACC]                           [ACC]   [Agree] 
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 c.            VP d.                VP 
3                                                       3 
FocP     V                             FocP     V 
3      g                                                 3        g 
Foc’ sira-na-i                            Foc’ sira-na-i 
3                                                       3 
CP     Foc                            CP      Foc 
3       g                                               3          g 
TP      C   ka                        TP      C   ka 
3                                                       3 
Taro      T’ [Agree]  Taro      T’ 
3                                                       3 
vP      V+v+T                         vP       V+v+T 
3    6                                    3      6 
darei     v’   nagut-ta                   darei      v’   nagut-ta 
[u-Case] 3 [ACC]                  [ACC]  3 [Agree] 
VP      tV+v                            VP      tV+v 
3                                                         3 
 ti  V’  ti       V’ 
[u-Case]3                                            [u-Case]3 
atama      tV atama tV 
  [ACC] [ACC] 
 
e.                         VP 
                                    wo 
FocP V 
wo                  g 
darei  Foc’     sira-na-i 
[ACC]  qp 
CP              Foc 
6                       g 
Taro ti atama nagut-ta no ka 
[ACC] 
 
The derivation proceeds exactly the same way as the cleft example (63) until the CP 
phase is created.  Both dare and atama are introduced into the derivation with 
uninterpretable Case feature that must be checked and deleted in the course of the 
derivation.  As usual, V receives Agree features from v, probing into its c-command 
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domain in search of a matching goal.  V locates and Case-values atama.  Then V 
raises to T, forming V+v+T.  Inheriting Agree features from C, the V+v+T complex 
becomes active for Agree purposes.  It locates dare, which is already moved out of VP, 
a Spell-Out domain, in its c-command domain and Case-values it.  In (65e), dare 
moves to Spec-FocP and ellipsis applies to CP, resulting in (64).  Thus, the effects of 
sluicing strategy are captured under (51): each o-marked element is Case-valued by a 
different probe. 
  It should be noted that the same argument is available to the light-verb construction 
and the tokoro relative clause as well. 
  Let us finally observe how the fourth salvation strategy, i.e. replacing o by an 
adverbial particle, is reduced to (51).  The salvation by adverbial particles is available 
to the object possessor-raising, the light-verb construction, the head-internal relative 
clause, and the tokoro relative clause.  The effects are illustrated in (66) below with 
the object possessor-raising. 
 
(66) the object possessor-rasing and the adverbial particles strategy 
 a. ?? Taro-ga  Hanako-o  atama-o  nagut-ta. 
    -NOM   -ACC  head-ACC hit-PST 
  ‘Taro hit Hanako on the head.’ 
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 b. Taro-ga  Hanako-dake/sae/mo  atama-o  nagut-ta. 
   -NOM   -only/even/also head-ACC hit-PST 
  ‘Taro only/even hit Hanako on the head.’ 
 
  Concerning the properties of adverbial particles such as dake ‘only’, sae ‘even’ and 
mo ‘also’, Hoji (1985) and Sano (1985) argue that phrases with dake, sae or mo act as 
if they were quantifier phrases (QPs).  According to Hoji (1985), the following 
contrast is observed regarding the interpretation of QPs. 
 
(67) a. QP-ga  QP-o  V (unambiguous) 
 b. QP-oi  QP-ga  ti  V (ambiguous)             (Hoji 1985) 
 
This contrast is observed with phrases with dake, sae, or mo as well, leading Hoji to 
the conclusion that they are QPs.  This is illustrated below. 
 
(68) (ambiguous) 
 a. S.S.-dake-o  John-sae-ga  yonda. 
  S.S.-only-ACC John-even-NOM read 
  Lit. ‘Only S.S., even John read.’ 
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 b. S.S.-sae-o  John-dake-ga  yonda. 
  S.S.-even-ACC John-only-NOM read 
  Lit. ‘Even S.S., only John read.’ 
 c. S.S.-o-mo  John-dake-ga  yonda. 
  S.S.-ACC-also John-even-NOM read 
  ‘S.S. also, only John read it.’              (Hoji 1985) 
 
(69) (unambiguous) 
 a. John-sae-ga   S.S.-dake-o   yonda. 
  John-even-NOM S.S.-only-ACC read 
  ‘Even John read only S.S.’ 
 b. John-dake-ga  S.S.-o-sae   yonda. 
  John-only-NOM S.S.-ACC-even read 
  ‘Only John read even S.S.’ 
 c. John-dake-ga  S.S.-o-mo   yonda. 
  John-only-NOM S.S.-ACC-also read 
  ‘Only John read S.S. also.’              (Hoji 1985) 
 
They argue further that, being QPs, phrases with dake, sae or mo undergo Quantifier 
Raising (QR) at LF (May 1977).  Observe the following example from Sano (1985). 
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(70) Kono inui-wa [ PROi  migime-dake-o  tumur-u]  koto-ga  deki-ru. 
 this dog-TOP  PRO right.eye-only-ACC close-PRES fact-NOM can-PRES 
 ‘This dog can close only its right eye.’ 
                   (Sano 1985) 
 
According to Sano (1985), this sentence is ambiguous between the reading like ‘this 
dog can do this: to close only its right eye’ and the one like ‘it is only its right eye that 
this dog can close’.  The former reading is obtained when the QR of migime-dake-o 
targets the embedded clause as illustrated in (71a) and the latter reading when targeting 
the matrix clause as in (71b). 
 
(71) a. [ kono inui-wa [ migime-dake-oj [ PROi tj tumur-u]] koto-ga deki-ru] 
 b. [ migime-dake-oj [ kono inui-wa [ PROi tj tumor-u] koto-ga deki-ru]] 
 
Adopting Hoji’s (1985) and Sano’s (1985) insight, I assume that phrases with dake, sae 
or mo undergo QR in LF.  With this in mind, let us consider the derivation of (66b). 
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(72) the derivation of (66b) under (51) 
 a.     CP  b.         CP 
      ei       ei 
      TP  C      TP    C 
    ei      ei 
   Taro  T’      Taro      T’ 
       ei       ei 
      vP   T        vP    T 
    ei   g    ei  g 
    VP  v  ta     VP     v  ta 
  ei     ei 
 Hanako-dake   V’  [Agree]  Hanako-dake    V’ 
 [u-Case]   ei   [u-Case]  ei 
   atama  V      atama      V 
   [u-Case]  |      [ACC]      | 
      nagut           nagut 
                [Agree] 
 
 c.     CP  d.         CP 
      ei       ei 
      TP  C      TP    C 
    ei      ei 
   Taro  T’  [Agree] Taro     T’ 
       ei       ei 
      vP   V+v+T        vP    V+v+T 
    ei 6     ei 6 
    VP  tV+v  nagut-ta     VP     tV+v  nagut-ta 
  ei     ei    [Agree] 
 Hanako-dake   V’    Hanako-dake    V’ 
 [u-Case]   ei   [u-Case]  ei 
   atama  tV      atama      tV 
   [u-Case]  |      [ACC]      | 
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 e. at LF    CP 
      ei 
      TP  V+v+T+C 
    ei  6 
   Hanako-dakei  TP nagut-ta 
   [ACC]  ei [Agree] 
      Taro     T’ 
        ei 
       vP   tV+v+T 
       ei 
      VP    tV+v  
    ei 
    ti    V’ 
      ei 
     atama     tV  
     [ACC] 
 
The derivation proceeds as follows.  In (72a), both Hanako-dake and atama are 
introduced into the derivation with uninterpretable Case feature [u-Case].  Merged 
with V, they form VP.  Then this VP merges with v, a phase head, and in turn, this v 
passes its Agree features on to V.  In (72b), V, which is active, searches for a 
matching element within its c-command domain.  V then locates atama and values its 
Case as accusative.  In (72c), V raises to T, forming V+v+T, and inherits Agree 
features from C.  Being active, the V+v+T complex probes a matching goal in (72d).  
However, at this moment, it cannot Agree with Hanako-dake, since it is already 
Spelled-Out, hence inaccessible.  At LF, Hanako-dake undergoes QR in accordance 
with our assumption that phrases with dake, sae or mo undergo QR in LF as illustrated 
in (72e).  Here, Hanako-dake is successfully marked as accusative, leading to 
convergence.  Thus, assuming QR, the effects of the salvation by dake, sae and mo 
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are captured under (51). 
  This subsection has seen how the salvation strategies available for the DoC violators 
are reduced to (51).   
 
4.3 Previous Studies on the DoC and their Problems 
The purpose of this section is two-fold.  First, this section reviews several definitions 
of the DoC and problems they pose.  Second, I examine these problems under the 
proposed Case valuation system in Japanese (51) and consider their implications for 
the analysis presented here. 
At the end of this section, it is shown that the proposed accusative Case valuation 
system of Japanese provides an answer to the problems that Harada’s, Shibatani’s and 
Hiraiwa’s definition of the Double-o Constraint poses. 
 
4.3.1 Shibatani (1978) 
Let us start with Shibatani’s (1978) definition of the DoC.  His DoC is given in (73) 
below. 
 
(73) Shibatani’s (1978) DoC 
 There cannot be more than one accusative Case-marked object in a sentence.24 
                                                        
24
 English translation by the author 
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Unlike Harada (1973), Shibatani (1978) regards a sentence, hence a CP/TP, as the 
domain to which his DoC applies.  Thus, for Shibatani, both non-causative DoC 
constructions and causative DoC constructions such as the ones in (74) are ruled out 
because they violate (73). 
 
(74) the causative construction and the DoC 
 a. ?? Keesatu-wa   [VP  doroboo-o  nige-yoo  to  si]-ta  tokoro-o 
  ?? police officer-TOP   thief-ACC  escape-try C  LV-PST  TOKORO-ACC  
  juugeki-si-ta. 
  shot-LV-PST 
  ‘The police officer shot the thief trying to escape.’ 
 b. *Taro-wa Hanako-o  sakana-o  tabe-sase-ta. 
   -TOP  -ACC fish-ACC eat-CAUS-PST 
  ‘Taro made Hanako eat fish.’ 
 
However, (73) may not be on the right truck.  There are two reasons for this. 
  First, (73) is too rigid.  In 3.3, we have seen that there is good reason to conclude 
that non-causative DoC sentences and causative DoC sentences should not be treated 
uniformly.  Suppose that the conclusion reached there is correct.  Then, Shibatani’s 
(1978) DoC seems to be too rigid because it excludes causative the DoC construction 
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in addition to the non-causative DoC construction. 
  Moreover, under Shibatani’s (1978) definition of the DoC, no strategies are 
available to save the acceptability of the sentence showing the DoC effects.  Consider 
the following sentences for an illustration.  In (75a), one of the accusative-marked 
DPs is scrambled to the sentence-initial position and in (75b), one of the o-marked DPs 
undergoes clefting, ending up being in the focus position.  As a result, both sentences 
improve, as indicated. 
 
(75) a. Hanako-oi Taro-ga ti atama-o nagut-ta. 
  Hanako-ACC Taro-NOM  head-ACC hit-PST 
  ‘Taro hit Hanako on the head.’ 
 b. Taro-ga  ti  atama-o  nagut-ta no-wa  Hanako-oi  da. 
   -NOM head-ACC hit-PST  C-TOP     -ACC COP 
  ‘It was Hanako that Taro hit on the head.’ 
 
Notice that these sentences should be judged bad under (73).  This is because (75a) 
and (75b), each being a sentence, contain two accusative-marked objects.  Therefore, 
sentences such as the ones in (75) constitute a problem for Shibatani’s DoC (73). 
  As obvious it may seem, (75) does not pose any problems for the proposed analysis:  
the salvation by scrambling and the salvation by clefting are readily captured under 
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(51), as illustrated in 4.2.2. 
 
4.3.2 Harada (1973) and Hiraiwa (2002, to appear) 
In this subsection, Harada’s (1973) DoC and Hiraiwa’s (2002, to appear) DoC undergo 
a careful scrutiny.  Eventually, it is shown that the same counterexamples are 
available to both Harada (1973) and Hiraiwa (2002, to appear).  Given below is 
Harada’s (1973) definition of the DoC. 
 
(76) Harada’s Double-o Constraint (1973) 
 A derivation is marked as ill-formed if it terminates in a surface structure which 
contains two occurrences of NPs marked with o both of which are immediately 
dominated by the same VP-node. 
 
Notice that his DoC explicitly states that its application domain is VP.  To be more 
specific, for Harada, a VP containing two accusative-marked DPs (NPs in his original 
definition) counts as a DoC violation.  Then, it is expected that the DoC violation is 
suppressed if one of the elements marked in the accusative undergoes movement out of 
the VP.  This prediction is borne out, as we have seen above. 
However, consider the following example.  In (77b), one of the o-marked phrases 
comes with adverbial particles such as dake ‘only’ and sae ‘even’, and the sentence 
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shows some improvement in its acceptability, even though the VP contains two 
o-marked phrases, violating Harada’s (1973) DoC.25 26 
 
(77) a. ?? Taro-wa  Hanako-o  atama-o  nagut-ta. 
    -NOM   -ACC  head-ACC hit-PST 
  ‘Taro hit Hanako on the head.’ 
 b. ?? Taro-wa  Hanako-dake/sae-o  atama-o  nagut-ta. 
    -NOM Hanako-only/even-ACC head-ACC hit-PST 
  ‘Taro hit only/even Hanako on the head.’ 
 
Obviously, this improvement in acceptability is unexpected under Harada’s (1973) 
DoC.  Hence, sentences such as (77b) pose a problem for his definition of the DoC. 
  This line of argument can extend to Hiraiwa (2002, to appear).  Hiraiwa (2002, to 
appear) argues that the DoC is a PF-constraint.  Given below in (78) is the definition 
of the DoC by Hiraiwa (to appear). 
 
(78) Hiraiwa’s Double-o Constraint (to appear) 
                                                        
25
 I am grateful to Kensuke Emura, Yoshio Kawahira, Hiroko Kimura, Tomoyuki 
Mizuguchi, Daiko Takahashi, Makoto Yamada, and Shigeto Yoshida for their 
judgments and comments.  It should be noted that not every informant agrees with the 
improvement indicated in (77). 
26
 Aoyagi (2006) makes a similar observation. 
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 Multiple identical occurrences of the structural accusative Case value cannot be 
morphologically realized within a single Spell-Out domain at Transfer. 
 
Put simply, (78) states that more than one o cannot be in a Spell-Out domain.  As 
shown below, (78) correctly explains the relevant data. 
  According to Hiraiwa (to appear), (79) is degraded because two DPs with the 
accusative Case o are located within VP, a Spell-Out domain, as illustrated in (80). 
 
(79) the object possessor-raising and the DoC 
 ?? Taro-ga  Hanako-oi [ ei  atama]-o  nagut-ta. 
   -NOM  Hanako-ACC  head-ACC hit-PST 
  ‘Taro hit Hanako on the head.’ 
 
(80) (for 79) 
CP 
ru 
TP    C 
ru 
Taro-ga   T’ 
ru 
vP    T 
ru   g 
VP    v  ta 
ru 
 Hanako-oi  V’ 
ru 
DP    V 
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6        g 
ei atama-o   nagut 
The effects of salvation strategies are readily captured under Hiraiwa’s DoC.  Notice 
that in (81) - (88) below, every Spell-Out domain contains at most one o-marked 
element. 
 
(81) the scrambling strategy 
 Hanako-oi  Taro-ga  omoikiri   [ ei  atama]-o   nagut-ta. 
  Hanako-ACC Taro-NOM  hard   head-ACC  hit-PST 
 ‘Taro hit Hanako hard on the head.’ 
 
(82) (for 81) 
CP 
ru 
TP      C 
ru 
Hanako-oi   TP 
ru 
Taro-ga   T’ 
ru 
vP    T 
ru   g 
VP    v  ta 
ru 
 ti      V’ 
ru 
DP    V 
6        g 
ti atama-o   nagut 
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(83) the clefting strategy 
 [Taro-ga  ti  atama-o  nagut-ta  no]-wa  Hanako-oi  da. 
   -NOM  head-ACC hit-PST  C-TOP  Hanako-ACC COP 
 ‘It was Hanako that Taro hit on the head.’ 
 
(84) (for 83) 
TopP 
q  
CP                      Top’ 
6                            ei 
Taro-ga ti atama-o nagut-ta no-wa    FocP        Top 
ru 
Hanako-oi   Foc’ 
ru 
tCP       Foc 
6        g 
…ti…      da 
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(85) the adverbial particles strategy 
 Taro-ga   Hanako-dake/sae/moi  [ei atama]-o  nagut-ta. 
  -NOM  Hanako-only/even/also  head-ACC  hit-PST 
 ‘Taro also/only/even hit Hanako on the head.’ 
 
(86) (for 85) 
CP 
ru 
TP    C 
ru 
Taro-ga   T’ 
ru 
vP    T 
ru   g 
VP    v  ta 
ru 
Hanako-o-dakei  V’ 
     ru 
DP    V 
6        g 
ei atama-o   nagut 
 
(87) the sluicing strategy 
 Taro-wa  aru-hito-dake  atama-o  nagut-ta  rasii-kedo, 
  -TOP some-person-only head-ACC hit-PST hear-but, 
 boku-wa  [dare-o  ka]  sira-na-i. 
 1SG-TOP [who-ACC  Q  know-NEG-PRES 
 ‘I heard that Taro hit only someone on the head, but I don’t know who.’ 
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(88) (for 87) 
VP 
                                wo 
FocP           V 
3                  g 
Dare-oi   Foc’     sira-na-i 
qp 
CP              Foc 
6                       g 
Taro-ga ti atama-o nagut-ta no    ka 
 
However, still, under Hiraiwa’s DoC, the status of (77), repeated here as (89) with 
slight modification, is unexpected. 
 
(89) a. ?? Taro-wa  Hanako-o  atama-o  nagut-ta. 
    -NOM   -ACC  head-ACC hit-PST 
  ‘Taro hit Hanako on the head.’ 
 b. ?? Taro-wa  [VP Hanako-dake/sae-o  atama-o  nagut]-ta. 
    -NOM [VP Hanako-only/even-ACC head-ACC hit-PST 
  ‘Taro hit only/even Hanako on the head.’ 
 
Recall that Hiraiwa’s DoC bans the multiple occurrences of the accusative Case o in a 
single Spell-Out domain.  In (89b), VP, a Spell-Out domain, contains two o-marked 
DPs, and the sentence is in violation of his DoC (78).   
  Now, let us see how the better-than-expected status of (89b) is accounted for under 
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(51).  (90) shows how the derivation of (89b) proceeds. 
 
(90) the derivation of (89b) under (51) 
 a.     CP  b.         CP 
      ei       ei 
      TP  C      TP    C 
    ei      ei 
   Taro  T’      Taro      T’ 
       ei       ei 
      vP   T        vP    T 
    ei   g    ei  g 
    VP  v  ta     VP     v  ta 
  ei     ei 
 Hanako-dake   V’  [Agree]  Hanako-dake    V’ 
 [u-Case]   ei   [u-Case]  ei 
   atama  V      atama      V 
   [u-Case]  |      [ACC]      | 
      nagut           nagut 
                [Agree] 
 
 c.     CP  d.         CP 
      ei       ei 
      TP  C      TP    C 
    ei      ei 
   Taro  T’  [Agree] Taro     T’ 
       ei       ei 
      vP   V+v+T        vP    V+v+T 
    ei 6     ei 6 
    VP  tV+v  nagut-ta     VP     tV+v  nagut-ta 
  ei     ei    [Agree] 
 Hanako-dake   V’    Hanako-dake    V’ 
 [u-Case]   ei   [u-Case]  ei 
   atama  tV      atama      tV 
   [u-Case]  |      [ACC]      | 
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 e. at LF    CP 
      ei 
      TP  V+v+T+C 
    ei  6 
   Hanako-dakei  TP nagut-ta 
   [ACC]  ei [Agree] 
      Taro     T’ 
        ei 
       vP   tV+v+T 
       ei 
      VP    tV+v  
    ei 
    ti    V’ 
      ei 
     atama     tV  
     [ACC] 
 
Hanako-dake and atama posses [u-Case], and they are active.  As usual, V inherits v’s 
Agree features and searches for a matching element as in (90a).  As a result of the 
search, V locates atama and values its Case as accusative as show in (90b).  In turn, V 
raises to T.  The V+v+T complex thus formed inherits Agree features from C.  This 
is illustrated in (90c).  However, as shown in (90d), the Case feature of Hanako-dake 
is left unvalued.  Finally, at LF, it is valued as accusative by the active V+v+T+C 
complex, as in (90e).  Thus, regarding the LF representation, nothing is wrong with 
the derivation of (86b). 
  Notice, however, in (89b), Hanako-dake is accompanied by o although Hanako-dake 
is Spelled-Out without having its Case feature valued under Agree.  Suppose, 
following Hiraiwa (to appear), that [ACC] can be morphologically realized as o at PF 
in Japanese.  Then the marginality of (89b) is reduced to the morphological 
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realization of o at PF. 
  The observation above can explain the gap in the acceptability between (89a) and 
(89b).  Compare Hanako-o in (89a) and Hanako-dake-o (89b).  Hanako-o in (89a) is 
not Case-valued at all, but o is attached to it at PF.  Therefore, Hanako-o in (89a) is 
illegible both at LF and PF.  On the other hand, Hanako-dake-o in (89b) is 
Case-valued in LF but not in PF.  Nevertheless, it is attached by o at PF.  Thus, 
Hanako-dake-o in (89b) is legible at LF but illegible at PF.  This is schematically 
shown below. 
 
(91) a. Hanako-o in (89a):  *LF  and *PF 
 b. Hanako-dake-o in (89b): OKLF  and *PF 
 
  Importantly, this observation cannot be made if the DoC is investigated solely in 
terms of PF as Hiraiwa (2002, to appear).  This further indicates that the DoC should 
be reduced to Case valuation under Agree, a move pursued here. 
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5 Conclusion 
 
This thesis has explored the nature of the DoC from a Case valuation perspective.  
More specifically, I have demonstrated that many cases of the DoC phenomena can be 
reduced to the proposed Case valuation system based on verb-raising, feature 
inheritance and Agree.  If the analyses presented above are correct, it follows that the 
DoC is not an independent constraint, rather, it should be regarded as a byproduct of a 
failure in Case valuation. 
  Chapter 1 has overviewed Harada’s (1973) study on the DoC.  In Chapter 2, I have 
introduced the theoretical apparatus assumed in this thesis, paying special attention to 
the philosophy of the Minimalist Program and the notion of phases and Agree.  
Chapter 3 has examined where the DoC applies and how its effects are suppressed.  
We have observed that the DoC effects are observable in the object possessor-raising 
construction, the light-verb construction, the tokoro relative clause and the 
head-internal relative clause and suppressed by the scrambling strategy, the clefting 
strategy, adverbial particles strategy and the sluicing strategy.  Chapter 4 has 
presented analyses of the DoC phenomena under the proposed Case-valuation system.  
It has been illustrated that the DoC effects and the salvation strategies can be reduced 
to the proposed Case-valuation system.  We have considered some data problematic to 
Harada (1973), Shibatani (1978) and Hiraiwa (2002, to appear) and they can be given 
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an account under the proposed theory of Case-valuation as well. 
  Before closing the discussion, let me make a few remarks on the analysis proposed 
in this thesis.  First, it is not clear at all how we can account for the marginal status of 
sentences such as (92) under the proposed Case valuation system (51). 
 
(92) a. ?? Hanako-oi atama-oj  Taro-ga  ti  tj  nagut-ta. 
  ?? Hanako-ACC head-ACC Taro-NOM    hit-PST 
  ‘Taro hit Hanako on the head.’ 
 b. ?? Taro-ga   ti  tj  nagut-ta  no-wa  Hanako-oi  atama-oj  da. 
  ?? Taro-NOM hit-PST  C-TOP Hanako-ACC head-ACC COP 
  ‘(Lit.) It was Hanako, on the head that Taro hit.’ 
 
(92a) is an example of multiple scrambling and (92b) is an instance of multiple clefting, 
each showing the DoC effects.  Consider (92a) for an illustration.  (92a) differs from 
(60b) only in that atama-o undergoes scrambling in (92a).  Notice that nothing can 
prohibit the scrambling of atama-o in (92a) under (51).  Then, it is expected that 
(92a) should be fine, contrary to the fact.  Thus, (92) poses a problem for (51).  
Second, a question arises as to the extent to which the given Case valuation system can 
extend.  The answers remain to be seen. 
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